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This research was empirical research to analyze the ratio of stock return before 
and after right issues notification in Indonesia stock exchange. The sample 
amount of this research were about 50 emittens with 51 events which did the right 
issues policy on 2007-2008 period; however there were only 36 emittens from 37 
events which have fulfilled the sampling criteria on this research. The main 
problem of this research was “whether there were any significant differences of 
return before and after right issues notification in Indonesia stock exchange on 
2007-2008." 
 
 
The purpose of this research was to know about whether there were any changes 
on the stock return before and after right issues notification. The research variable 
in it was stock return, and the hypothesis of this research was regression (dummy 
variable), and also t-test (Paired Sample for Means). 
 
 
The analysis result of uji beda dua rata-rata (t-test) indicated that there were no 
significant differences from the average return before and after right issues. It was 
proved by comparing t count < t table (0.739 < 2.010) or significance 0.464 > 
(0.05). The analysis result of dummy variable appointed that there were no 
significant differences of the average return before and after right issues. It could 
be proved by significance level 0,438 > 0,05. The notification of right issue didn’t 
give any significant influence to stock return which was signed by there was no 
differences of stock return average around the notification date, that’s meant the 
notification of right issues were not too influence to stock return. In other word, it 
could be stated that the notification of right issues didn’t have any sufficient 
information that caused the difference of investor preference to determine the 
stock price in stock trading process. 
